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Abstract: The well organized scheduling and operational of public transport is something

that users need in order to get an efficient trip. In the peak hour condition, there is public

transport system with high load frctor and also the low value of probability for user to get

the bus. Considering this problem, the paper presents an approach of modeling dynamic

scheduling of public transport system The characteristic of passenger arrival and cruising

speed of bus are assumed to follow a stochastic distribution patterq and the results

between operation without and with feedback are also compared. The performance of
system canbe evaluated anytime within the simulatiorl from the output namely: Bus Load

Factor and User Probability of getting on board

I. INTRODUCTION

Providing better seryice to public transit users or passengers is the challenge to operators. It
is, however, hard to provide any better service when resource is limited. This resource in

the operational context involves various activities such as route optimization, vehicle

scheduling and driver assignment. Vehicle scheduling zrs one of the activities needs

dynamic settlements in which it is supposed to react to the fluctuating demand.

on the other hand" demand could also react actively to the changing supply (e.g.,

scheduling policy) and so forth. Based on such dynamic behavior it is hard to predict the

equilibrium with mathematical programming models even for the elegant one, while

decision for sound scheduling strategy is required in any progressing time within the time

period of service. This phenomenon is made even wonie due to any operational limitation
such as fleet size. So it can be viewed that there is a gaming between users and operators to

achieve certain level ofservice.

To achieve such equilibrium a case can be made in which users are spending minimum

time to wait the service and operators minimize their resource (e.g., fleet). This is the

objective of this study to locate an effective tool to evaluate such equilibrium in achieving

better service. The equilibrium can be assumed as balance between tolerable or minimum

total wait time of all passengers within a certain capacity (e.g., fleet size) and op€rational

period. Attempt to model such equilibrium is constructed and to cornprehend the

perfonnance of such model under various conditions a dynamic simulation is elaborated'

Furthennore, to represent the real operational aspects stochastic bebavior is adopted for
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characteristics of passenger arrivals as well as for tlre vehicle movemerf within the mixed

traffic (e.g., bus).

1.1. Problem Identification

The basic things that become core ofthe problems are:

l. Unbalancing between supply-demand (e.g., fleet size and number of passengers)

2. Inefficiency ofthe existing operdional public transport
3. Improper information system to confrm the real condition of the operational public

transport to the user

1.2. Stochastic Behavior

In this paper stochastic behavior meens that the attitude of significant components like
passengers and fleet ofpublic transport system do not exiS in constant assumptiorU but
randomly fo.llow statistical distribution patterns. Passenger arrival is assmed to follow the

shape of Poisson DistributiorL while ttre cruising speed of the bus follows the Nonnal
Distribution.

1.3. System Dynamics

System Dynamics is a methodology for understarding a complex problem (Richardson and

Pugh, 1983). This metbod focuses on policy and how the policy decides behavior of
problems that is modeled by system dynamic. Th main characteristics of the problerns are:

l. The problem should have a dynamic ctraracteristic that there is a quantity changing
along the progresslng time so it can be represented in quantity Vs time interval graphic.

2. Possibility for oeating feedback characteristic. Tk feedback will become input
through the systerl

2. DYNAMIC APPROACH ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT SCHEDULING

Many significant variables in public transport system change the behavior by time (e.g.,

time dependent) such ari passenger arival, boarding passenger, alighting passenger, vehicle
movement on the street, spee4 and others are changed from time to time within an
operational period. The basic difference betneen static and dynamic characteristic is in
static characteristic, Talking about quantity in one certain time (r) npans checking only the
number or condition in (r). But in dynamic ctraracterisic, t"lking about the quantity in (r)
means considering and accounting condition or the number not only in @ but also in the
time before (t-l), (t-2), .....,(t-I{). Creating feedback as one of characteristic of dynamic
approach is important to give the consideration to the input sySem within operational
period.
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3. MODEL DEVELOPMENT

3.1. Modeling Concept

There are many facets to consider the performance of public transport operation For

example by looking at the Load Factor of th" but it can be noticed how full the bus in

operation t-ime anaiy checking User's Probability it is known how difficuh for passenger

to get the bus.

3. 1. 1. Probability Condition

probability Condition for a passenger who is waiting for the bus at the station following:

Pr (X) + Pr (Y) :1 (3.1)

where,

Figure 3. One Way Lane Service

Pr: Probability
X: The event ihat every passenger can take the first coming bus after his or her arrival at

Bus Stop.
I: The event that not every passenger can take the first coming bus after his or lrer anival

at Bus StoP.

In practice the event (I) includes various conditions, such as the cordition tbat ttp
pass€nger who can o.uo tk" the bus which resuhs in the infinity of waiting timg' Jtt'a! is

;rht d; event (I) is too diffrcult to be handled. So in order to simpli& the optimization

proUt"- of the condition defined in equation 3'1, it can be considered to ma:rimize only Pr
'1g astreobjective function of this problem. That is to rnaximize the probability tlrat every

p ."ng"t "* tut" the first coming bus after his or her arrival rather than to minimize Pr

(v).

3.2. Model Formuletion

3.2.1. Route of Public TrensPort

Where: I : Alighting Passenger

B: Boarding Passenger
[= stations

The route above consists of several stations. At the first station bus only takes passengrcrs

(81) and at the last stations it only drops the passengers (14), while at other stations

b"t*on first and the last ones, the bus takes and drops the passengers and is constrained

by its practical capacity.
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Because of the dynamic chamcteristicr counting the quantity of any entity now nrcans
counting the quantity in the context of elapsed time too. The elapsed time mechanism to
the scheduling program works as illustrated in Figrre 4.

Figure 4. Elapsed time

Notes: n : number of station
/r: elapsed time which is equals to bus travel from one stop to the other

Dwell Time

D (t) : nax { B (t) * B o mding Ti ne ; A (t), Al i ght ing Time}

Dwell Time is defined as time spent by a bus to let passenger get on and off when bus
arives at every bus stop. Equation (3.2) is determined when the mildmum one between
total boarding time or total alighting time exist or both wtren they are equal.

Boarding Passenger:

Bn(t): Bt(t-At1-At2...-At ) + B2(t-At1-At2...-/t n-) +...+Bn(t) .....(3.3)

Total amount of (only) boarding passengers at any point (for example at the station z) is
equal to the addition of boarding passengers at station.I when time: t-atl-at2...-at n.
Where /r.l denotes Eavel time between station z-,1 to station n + dwell time at station (n-
,l),. . ., and 4 , denotes travel time between first and second station + dwell time at the first
station

O/D Transition Probability:

O/D transition probability is defined as ration of passenger transition rnoving on public
transport from one origin to rnany destinations. This ratio, firrtherrnore, bas the following
characteristic;

fR, =wi;'
j=l

.....(3.4)

Alighting Passenger:

An(t) : Bl(t-Atl-At2...-At ).R/2 + ...+ B(n-t) (t-at,_). R(n-l)(n) ...............(3.5)

Counting (only) total alighting passengers at any point (for example at the station z) is
equal to the addition of alighting passengers at station / when time: t-atl-at2...-at ,.

ailLaAt3
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where /rl denotes travel time between station (n-1) to stdion (z) + dwell time at station

(n-l'),...,.1 , denotes travel time between first and second station + dwell time at tbe first
station multiplied by O/D probability (n) with index /n (the multiplier for the number of
passengers who get on at station 1 and want to drop at station n) and boarding passenge$

at stations between station 1 and station n multiply by their O/D probabilities.

Total Passenger:

Total number of passengers in the bus when time : I is actually counted by total number of
boarding passengers minus total number of alighting passengers up to the evaluated time
(time : r). The formula of such number of passengers on board is fonnulated as follows;

Et(t) : AI(t)
E2(t) : AI(t- Atl) + A2(t) - B2(t)

= At(t- Att) + A2(t) - (Bt(t-Art).R|2)
: AI(t-At|). (I- RI2) + A2 (t)

a-l ,-l
EnO :!e,1r-!Arrxr -Il, R ...,) + A,(t)

,=l j=0

Load Factor:

LF : Psg

C
where,

Cruising Time:
s
V

where,

LF =LoadFactor
Psg: Number of Passengers on Board
C = Bus Capacity

Bus Capacity is always constant and as many as the number of seats in the bus or to be

multiplied by certain value of load factor, but the number of passengers changes by time.
By checking the Load Factor value, how full the bus could be observed along the route.

...(3.7)

I: Cruising Time
S = Stop Spacrng
Z: Bus Speed

Cruising time is time taken as time to pass the space from one station to another (Stop
Spacrng) with certain bus speed. The lengh of stop spacing is practically constant but not
same from one to another. Furtherrnore, the bus speed is assumed to follow the Norrnal
Distribution.
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wher€,

7b = Cruising Time Back
SD: Disance to return
ZD = Bus Speed to return
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Back haul time is determined as time spent to retum from the last terminal to the previous

one. Sb is equal to total distance between two terminals because in the back trip bus does

not stop and take the passengers at any stations while I4 is equal to the average of bus

speed when the bus passes the spacing between stops. So, SD would be constant afi Vb ts

assumed to follow the Normal Distribution

3.3. Causal Relstion of Model

Figure 5. Causal Relation

(3.e)
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. Passenger Arrival gives positive effect to Waiting Passenger, mcans if Passenger

Arrival increases then Waiting Passenger also increases, and if Passenger Anivd
decreases, then Waiting Passenger also decreases.

o Get On gives negative effect to Waiting Passenger, means the higher the number of Get

On Passengers then the lower number of Waiting Passengers and also the lower
number of Get On Passengers, the higher number of Waiting Passengers.

3.4. Simulation Tool (Poweniml

After building a model the characteristic of system is simulated by using software called;

Powersim functions in building a model to perform real or umeal attitude from the systenl
and it provides an editor diagram for building a model. Building a model is almost the

same with making a program. And this software also allows graphic, table, etc placed

anywhere to perform the model behaviors when it is simulated.

3.5. The Model

This Dynamic Scheduling of public transport system under stochastic behavior comprises
of several sub models: Bus Control, Bus Number, Passenger Control, Real Probability,
Back Trip, and Feedback as can be explained as follows.

Real_BD
Temporer.

lnput_BA Bus_Numb_Op lnput_BD

Figure 6. Sub Model of Bus Control
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In the sub rnodel of Bus Control creating the rule of operational is provided. In Start Bus

departure of bus fiom the first station is stated. Number Bus Start denotes the number of
buses.

Real Bl actually shows the time when bus arrives and Real BD shows the time when bus

departs, they also notice the bus number that alrives or departs. kincipally time when-bus

urriu"r (Real Bl) = time when bus departs @eal BD) fiom station (n-l) + travel time from

station (n-l) to station n (cruising time) and time when bus departs (Real.BD) = time when

bus arrives at the station + dwell time at the same station.

o
Bus_Numb-Op Coming_Back Number_Bus-Start

a

Figure 7. Sub Model of Bus Number

In the sub rnodel of the Bus Number is kept notice. Real Number Bus (RXB) shows the bus

number and Bus Numb Op shows the sequence operational bus€s.

Figure 8. Sub Model of Passenger Control

In Sub Model of Passenger Control the nuhber of Total Passenger and Load Factor at bus

are noticed. Get on/offat station shows the number of passenger get on/offat the station It
could be illustrated like a surveyor sitting at station and counting the number of passengers

Passenger_Anival

Collect_TGOn Get_Off_Bus
GOff_at_Sta

Real_TotalPassenger

Get_On-t

Condiiion

rl'lr^-'r
Bus_Numb_Op

Get_On_at_Sta Real_Total_Passenger
Get_Off-Bus

RBS for
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get onloff from buses that arrive. Get on/off Bus shows tlre number of passengers get
on/offthe bus

Figrre 9. Sub Model of Real Probability

In Sub Model of Real Probability, the Bus Space When Bus Arrive (BSWBA) is divided
by Waiting Passenger When Bus Arrive (WPWBA) in order to get the probability of
passenger to get on the bus. Real Probability (Real Prb) ts stated to perform value I if
BSWBA/WPWBA> I.

Frgure 10. Sub Model of Back Trip

VehiJe-Tradng Back-lrpd

Figure I l. Sub Model of Feedback
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In Sub Model of Back Trip, after bus arrives and gets the passengers offat the last station it
would be re-dispatched to the previous terminal. Back-haul time is used in this sub model

Finally, in Sub Model of Feedback the new rule of departure time at first station or
terminal would be stated. The bus that retums is an incentive to the systcm (feedback) and

would be re-dispatched again (i.e., Variable Reat Z7). The bunching effect at the first
station (e.g., due to layover time) is also anticipated with l-minute delay for the incoming
bus. This bus is received at Receiver, and would be operated l-minute after the bunching
time.

4. SIMULATION EXPERIENCE

To nrake some policy a simulation can be done and some results can be analyzed and

cornpared further with some alternative policies to reach the best policy. The outputs of
simulation would be; Aniving Time, Departtne Time, Total Passenger and after that the
resuhs, namely Load Factor and Probability.

4.1. Assumptions

The simulation considers some assumptions as follows;
o First bus is dispatched at time = 0'. And total simulation time = 60 minutes (l hour)
o Total number of bus are 10, time headway : 6 minutes before ttrere are buses from the

opposite come back as the feedback ofsystem to supply the fleet
r Bus capacity: 100 passengerVbus
o Number of stations:4
. Stop spacing = 2.5 :2.7 ; 3.0 km
o Bus speed is around 40 kr/ hotu, and following a Normal Distribution.
o Dwell Time depends on rnax passengers (Get on/off). Except at the last station it takes

6 minute for lay-over time.
o In case there is a 'Bunching Effect' at the first statiorL the feedback bus would be

delayed forl minute before it is re-dispatched

There are two cases to be analyzed:

Case l: -Passenger Arrival at Station has expected rates (15,12,9) passenger/minute
and it follows the Poisson Distribution

- Bus Speed between Station has expected rates (750,700,670) n/minute and
It follows the Normal Distribution

Case 2: -Passenger Arrival at Station has expected rates (13,12,1 l) passenger/minute
Is following the Poisson Distribution

- Bus Speed between Station has expected rates (750,695,690) m/minute and
It follows the Normal Distribution

IV.2. Results

Case I
a. With feedback: - Load Factor: 0.474
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- Probability :0.66
b. Without Feedback:- Load factor: 0.654

- Pnobability : 0.619

There are improvements wtpn feedback is allowed, and the load factor decreases up to

27.5 % and the probability increases rtpto 6.620/o

Case 2
a- Wilh feedback:

- Load Factor: 0.441
- Probability :0.633

b. Without Feedback:- Load factor: 0.614
- Probability :0.609

Results of simulation are summarized in the ensuing tables and figures. Table I and 2

summarize the load frctor of buses for cases with and without feedback respectively.

Similar occasions are shown in Table 3 and 4 for case 2. It can be seen clearly that a policy

of re-dispatching the buses increases the performance by reducing the average load frctor.

This policy can be made possible if a good scheduling system is developed and a certain

objective to users is also set up.

Table l. Load Factor for Case I with Feedback

Table 2. Load Factor for Case I without Feedback
LF Without
FeedBack

Avq LF

LF(1 LF(2 LF(: LF :(5) LF(6) LF(7 LF LF LF(10) t hour

BA1 0 0 0 0 0

R BA2 0.89 1 0.73 0.99

R BA3 o.42 1 1 1 1 0.7.

R-BAI 1 1 1 1 1 I

AYerage 0.355 0.750 0.730 0.750 0.723 0.750 0.750 0.665 o.577 0.495 0.654
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ln different matter cases can also be made to comprehend th9 us€rs' satisfrction by

i"p."*"tirg their chance to-g"t on th" bus with a chancl to get on the bus with comfort and

"ft"tutioitt"t 
is ttreir proUlUifty. Table 

-5 
and 6 provide infom.ratiol on such probability

for case 1 with and witfrout feedback. As for case 2 similar situation is illustrated in Table

7 and 8. In average it is obvious that their chance or probability is improved by introducing

ifr" i"-iirp","hini policy in scheduling. So control to re-dispatching policy is apparent to

increase t-h" Urr. rrtitir"tion provided good scheduling is made'

It is, however, interesting in the scheduling of public transport that effect of bunching of

buses is avoided. Such siiuation may be 
"n"tyr"i 

further by knowrng all simulation results

*a r"pr"rented with time-space di;gram of-bus movement along the route. Figtue 12 and

il-p.ria" the illuSration of bus mJvement for case 1 without and with feedback' and in

simitar way Figure 14 and 15 provide such information for case 2. It is apparent fr91the

frlures *rai foittrese contrived and relatively small size samples l bunching effect of buses

"i, 
trrOty be found. However, extra attention should be paid for the cases of larger scale

Table 3. Load Factor for Case 2 wittr lgglbac!
LF with Foodbeck

AYg
LF

U
(1)

U
(2)

LF
B)

U
(1)

LF
(s)

IJ
(6)

U
il

Lf
(E)

LF
(0)

U
fi0)

LF
(11)

L'
(r2)

U
/'3)

U
(11)

U
(15)

I
,,ot,

R BA1 0 0 0 0 0 0

BA2 0.65 o.a2 0. .82 0.38 0.31 0.11 0.57 o.12 0.62 0.08

BA3 0.54 1 1 1 0.3 1

R BA' 't I

AYer{e 0.39 0.56 0.54 0.71 o.71 0.71 o.74 o.42 0.44 0.380 0.523 0.060 0.310 o.(xc 0.0m o.4?

Table 4. Load Factor for Case 2 without Fgeclback
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operations since there are high possibilities of having bunching effects especially when

there are overlapping routes in which it is not uncommon in practice'

euantitatively there are improvements when using the feedback in which the load frctor

dicreases up to 28.18 % and the probbility increases up to 4.0 %. In the second test there

is bunchingeffect at first station at time = 48'. When bus 9 would be ready to operate lus !
arrives froir tne opposite sration. We treat the oncoming bus with l-minute delay. So bus I

is operated at time :49'.

Table 5. Probability for Case I Table 6. Probabitity for Case I

with Feedback
ft ob.blllty wlth F.cdb.cl

Bt.AnlvC R
PR{l}

R
PR(A

R
PR(3)

R
PR(4)

I 0 1 0.765

2 0.253 0.559 1

t 0.1s 0.376 1

1G 0.349
o.2u 1

1 0.067 0.21 1

0.058 0.25
1

1 0.195
1 o.232 0.549

It 1 I U.]UZ 0.661

12 1 Io-F
1 0.29
1 0.36

 YIIa 0.930 o.2& 1.0m

ToiAvg 0.660

Table 7. Probability for Case 2
with Feedback

without Feedback
Proba6ilaty trylthout Feedback

B.rrAntvd R
PR(1)

R
PR(2)

RPR(3) R
PR(4)

I 0 0.765

2 1 0.253 0.559

3 1 o.2E 0.376 1

a ,| 0.349

t o.2u
067 o.279 1

0.98 0.058 o.25 1

0.218
1

0.

lverro. 0.89s o.202 1.Om

Told Avg 0.619

Table 8. Probability for Case 2
without Feedback

Prob.blllty for Cae2 wltr Feedback

&!a ArtlvC R
PR(1

R
PR(a

R
PR€}

R
PRf/tt

0 'I 0.466
0.593 0.258 I

3
0. o.21

1 0.189 0.187
1 o.14 0.164
1 0.062

1 0 0.318
1 0.236 0.17

0.176
1

12 0 !179

1 0.362
1 0.979

AYrm 0.369 o.223 1.0m
ToaAvg 0.63

protaOi ity tor Cr.2 wlthout Foodb.ck

A,rAr{vd R
PR(1)

R
PR(2}

R
PRI3)

R
PP'4I

I 0 1 0.625

0.608 o.32.
o.279

1

1 0.28

1 18 o.2fi
0.21 1

1 0.137 o.'trt 1

7 'l 0.078 0.155 1

0 0.26 1

0.11 0.138

l0
Av*ee 0.900 1.000

TdAve 0.61
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Figure 12. Time Space Diagram Case I Without Fecdback

Figure 13. Time Space Diagram Case I lVith Feedback

Tirp Space lXagram Case{ llHttout FeodBack
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Figure 14. Time Space Diagram Cax2lVithout Feodback
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Based on simulation r€suhs there are sonre conclusions to be dmum;

l.
2.

3.

4.

Bus arrival time at any station can be predicted at earlier station where the bus leaves'

The simulation model may sg used to evaluate the load frctor or total number of
passengers in a bus at anY Point.
fn" rci time headway."r*r lowers load ftctor and consequently higher probability.

According to conclusion number 3 by using feedback in public transport operating

system wiuld increase performance system by decreased load frctor up to 27-5%o n
case I and 28.18o/o in case 2.

eko for user's probability to get on the bus, it would increase if feedback is

accommodated, and in this particular cases improvements would be about 6'62% n
casel and 4.0o/o n case 2.

5.

a

a
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